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It is a privilege for me to come before a group such as this, composed of men that I would
like to consider the protectors of our "escape lands. " This is a term which I think you will find
in increasing use as more city dwellers find more spare time on their hands and require nature's
tonic of the outdoors. Some find escape in the neighborhood tavern's conviviality, others at
baseball, football, or basketball games. But I would like to represent here those who choose
our mountains and forests for their Escapeland.
To anyone who was born in the Yakima Valley as recently as 30 years ago, it goes without
saying that the quality of our natural environment, particularly the mountain and forest environment, has been declining. The cause, of course, is people, and an attitude toward the land that
has survived our pioneer past. The impression derived by pioneers from this great raw country
that stretched, as the song states, "from sea to shining sea", was that the resource of land
space was endless, and that all a man had to do when he could see smoke from his neighbor's
fire was to move west a few more miles.
We hit the western sea some time ago, and we've been backing and filling the space
between ever since, and with increasing speed. Here in Washington, problems of rapid growth
that have been plaguing other parts of the nation for years are now with us. We have been
warned, and we are lucky in having a governor who knows that the problems exist and is determined to do something about them. I emphasize this because our State has so much more to lose
than some other areas where, faced with the same problems, people stood by and watched the
slums overwhelm both city and countryside.
Washington has in the past been called the most beautiful State in the Union. When we
hear this it fills us with pride, as if it were an accomplishment of our own. I should like to
observe that we might merit a little of that pride if, from now on, we are willing to bring a new
attitude to our land management on both private and public property.
I have been asked to comment on Forest Service management policy as it appears to one
who has for a long time been using the recreational resource of our public forest domain. It is
easy to criticize or advise almost anything or anyone, so let's understand from the start that
there are plenty of good things about the Forest Service — the purpose of this meeting being one
of them. But we don't get much of a tan, toasting ourselves under the lamp of self-approval. It
takes more heat.
The suggested areas of comment — logging operations, trails, and campgrounds — are
a natural association for criticism. Multiple Use has long been touted as the management guideline, but viewed realistically it has been little more than a self-serving slogan for forest managers and u s e r s alike. I think the concept needs some teeth. What dissatisfaction exists in the
public with the Forest Service stems from timber sales that reach deep into prime recreation
country. The objection is to the violence done esthetics by the typical logging operation. Let
the Forest Service inform the logger that the land he is ripping apart is needed for the enjoyment
(which includes pleasant viewing) of the people who own it. Not 30 years from now, when a new
forest has started, but now.
A Ranger once commented to a friend of mine, "The biggest mistake the Forest Service
ever made was in allowing heavy machinery into the woods." I think that some new logging
equipment is needed, and a different man to drive that equipment, and a new supervisor to lay
down new and stringent rules for the logging operation. Let's invent something that can tread
lightly across the forest floor while carrying a log or an entire tree, or let us perhaps transport
trees to the roadhead by air, using balloon or helicopter. It can be done.
Stumps not only represent a significant amount of wasted wood, but are an ugly reminder
of the pleasant forest they survived. Pending the day when the entire tree goes to market,
stumps should be cut at ground level. Huge piles of fractured logs and limbs should not be piled
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and burned, but if this is done the burning should be complete. Random charred logs on scorched
earth are common blights on logged areas. This may be permissable silvaculture, but it is
reprehensible multiple use.
Some of these ideas may seem radical, too expensive, or both, but public opinion will
force the issue before much longer. The present conservation turmoil is born in our urban
centers. These are growing at a fantastic rate and the sentiment will grow with them.

In considering what could be done and what is being done, I find myself thinking of the
large clearcut a r e a s on the road to Section Three Lake, where there are miles of desolation —
charred stumps, sagging spars, heaps of earth, boulders, and stumps. Each of those clearcut
areas could be a park resembling the natural ones higher up the mountain. If the logging had
been done as a part of multiple use of forest lands, giving due thought to this newly-powerful
consideration — esthetics — those a r e a s could be parks, and the public's distaste for logging
would be much reduced.
There are other examples where, in recent logging sales, the idea of multiple use was
passed by. On the Rattlesnake, for instance, a small lake at the head of Three Creeks was so
logical a place to have set aside a few acres for recreation that one wonders just who, in the
Forest Service, went to sleep at the switch. On the Gold Creek sale, at one of the few stream
crossings, a grove of trees left would have made an excellent picnic spot. The green grass
there grows between stumps and charred logs.
The logging roads are inadequately served with camping facilities and this, no doubt, is
why. The single use — logging — takes complete precedence over the multiple use that is so
understandably espoused by the wood products industry. But increased use will soon saturate
the riverbanks of our valley streams, and more camping areas should be built on the roads that
have already been constructed for logging. Granted, this would be easier to do if the Forest
Service had planned for it and had saved pleasant places for camps in their logging plans.
Obviously, more cooperation is needed between timber sales personnel and those concerned with the forest's recreation potential. On Milk Creek there is a picnic area with tables
and charred logs and a landscape so torn up that it invites picnickers to be messy too. Recreation is a misunderstood and misused word, and the Forest Service, by creating environmental
conditions that necessitate picnic a r e a s in places of ugliness, is contributing to its abuse.
I could use up all the time allotted me here complaining about logging practices in the
vicinity of small streams, where tractors wallow in the stream beds and streams are choked
with slash. The Forest Service also falls down in good management by allowing logging to continue during wet periods when the forest floor is mud. The experts now say that siltation is the
greatest source of stream pollution. A change in logging practices would stop much of it.
A common complaint trail u s e r s level against both logger and Forest Service is the failure
of either or both to mark trails where they have been obliterated by a logging operation. I have
heard this complaint for most of my hiking life, and it is a trouble and point of bitterness so
easy to rectify that it's long past time a common sense policy became established.
Concerning trails — our local forests are well served by many excellent ones. There
are a few that have been allowed to revert following blowdowns. I think that these should be
restored and maintained, since timber sales have been doing away with some of our finest foothill
trails, and trail use is growing rapidly. In line with increased use of these trails there will
naturally need to be more supervision of them. You are probably aware that on the heavily-used
trails around Glacier Peak there is supervision of campsites throughout the summer by a man
hired specifically for that job. On the Chinook Pass to Potato Hill section of the Cascade Crest
Trail there is a need for such a man who has authority — as well as a shovel and a broom.
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Several significant things have been happening to the world of trails, and in conclusion
I'd like to comment briefly on a couple of them — trail bikes and horses. Since one of the major
reasons for choosing to travel a trail instead of a road is to escape from the machine world, and
since motorized bikes are destructive of the various moods that go to make up trail atmosphere,
the bike rider is indulging his hobby at the expense of other trail u s e r s . A mountain trail offers
a unique reward, unobtainable elsewhere, and to allow this reward to fall victim to a machine
hobbyist is to juggle values with your thumbs.
Our major complaint against horses in recent years is really a complaint against the
r i d e r s . Some camping a r e a s we've had to use have been wastelands of barnyard character. It
must be required that horses shall be kept a considerable distance from the camping areas at all
times. On the whole, the professional packers exercise more thought and care than the private
party. More supervision of trail camps is called for.
My remarks have been frank. I assume this is how you wanted me to present my points.
As I said in prefacing my talk, you should be the protectors of our state's magnificent Escapeland. Its truly heavy use is yet to come. Supervise it in such a way that in one hundred years
— and longer, we hope — its natural beauty will be even finer to behold than now — but not at
the expense of those of us who are now using it. Thank you, gentlemen.

PROGRAM PLANNING?
Don't forget the 12 excellent films which the Conservation Film Center
distributes free of charge, except for return postage and insurance, when you
are program planning. Among the films are GLACIER PEAK HOLIDAY, A
NORTH CASCADES NATIONAL PARK?, BEACH HIKE, WILDERNESS ALPS OF
STEHEFJN, and TWO YOSEMITES. All of the films held by the Center are 16 mm,
sound and the majority are in color.
For reservations or a list of the flims available write the Conservation
Film Center, 1624 East McGraw, Seattle, Washington 98102 or phone (206)
EA 4-5499 evenings.
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CONGRESS NEEDS MORE H E L P
TO D E C I D E N O R T H C A S C A D E S I S S U E
The House of Representatives is about to hear your views on why the North Cascades of
Washington should receive the maximum scenic protection provided by National Park and Wilderness. The Senate has already listened to you and passed the Administration's compromise
bill (S. 1321) for the creation of a NORTH CASCADES NATIONAL PARK, PASAYTEN WILDERNESS, and ROSS LAKE and CHELAN RECREATION AREAS.
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The House Interior and Insular Affaris Committee will now hold hearings in Washington
State, Friday and Saturday April 19 and 20, on the Administration's compromise bill (H. 8970)
and the conservationists' ideal bill (H. 12139).
Though this seems repetitious, and it is, we must tell our story all over again to the
House. However, since the loggers, miners, and hunters will also be telling their stories again,
and in greater numbers, urged on by Outdoors Unlimited, Georgia-Pacific and the United States
Forest Service, we can't relax now. We must produce more and stronger testimony than ever
before. To accomplish this each one of us should pledge himself to do the following:

1.

Immediately request permission to present testimony at the North Cascades Hearings,
April 19 and 20. Write to Congressman Roy A. Taylor, Chairman, Subconimittee
on National Parks and Recreation, House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
House Office Building, Washington, D. C. Ask for details on where and when hearings
will be held.

2.

Testify favoring, in decreasing order of preference, one of the following:
H. 12139
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The conservationists' original and preferred National Park, centered around
Glacier Peak.
S. 1321 and H. 8970 with 10 amendments of N3C
- - - - - - - - - - The Administration's compromise National Park, Wilderness, and Recreation
Area, if amended as conservationists propose.
H. 8970
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The Administration's compromise National Park, Wilderness and Recreation
Area.
S. 1321, with Senate amendments
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - The Administration's compromise National Park, Wilderness, and Recreation
Area.

3.

Present your statement to the Committee by:
Speaking at the hearings; or
Personally handing in statement "as if read"; or
Mailing in statement for "inclusion in the hearing record".
In any event, appear at the hearings so the Congressmen can see how many of us are
concerned.

4.

Let others know that these hearings are vitally important and that they offer an
opportunity for exercising the democratic privilege of addressing our elected r e p resentatives (Washington Congressmen Lloyd Meeds and Tom Foley are on the
Committee).

5.

Obtain resolutions supporting a North Cascades National Park from all possible
organized groups, whether outdoor oriented (garden-hiking-clubs, etc.) or not
(bridge players, stamp collectors, etc.). Example resolutions are available on
request.
P. D. G.
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by

Isabelle Lynn
Water had scarcely begun flowing over the spillway at the Bumping Lake Dam following
its completion circa 1911 when the Bureau of Reclamation began talking about enlarging that dam
- - o r increasing the water supply for the Yakima Valley by building another dam elsewhere.
(Perhaps we can't fault the Bureau for its lack of foresight in those years, but surely 1968 is a
different proposition altogether.) Throughout the years test holes were drilled, borrow pits
considered, soil examined, rocks tapped; engineers made plans, large and small, as engineers
will — 21 different plans, according to the Bureau. (After all, building dams is the business of
Bureau engineers, and we will surely run out of rivers to dam before the Bureau runs out of
engineers.)
In the past 5 years beating the tom-tom for enlarging Bumping Lake to 13 times its
present capacity has become more insistent, soaring to a recent crescendo with Democrats
Jackson and Magnuson joining hands with Republican Catherine May around this nonpartisan
maypole. Thirty million bucks do make nonpartisans of us all.
But at the same time conservationists have been promoting the area in which Bumping
Lake is located for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System. The present lake
and the road system already in the area a r e , of course, outside the proposed Cougar Lakes
Wilderness Area. Since the possibility of this enlargement has been in the offing for years, the
original outlines of the proposed wilderness area are in the form of a horseshoe around present
development. The enlargement of Bumping Lake will by no means preclude the establishment of
the Cougar Lakes Wilderness Area, but it will cut it down in size, and worse, the additional
roads and campgrounds, plus the enlarged lake, will make the area more accessible and will
attract far more people — people who like togetherness in camping, the blacktop campground
set.
The Bureau of Reclamation is selling the enlargement of Bumping Lake on the basis of
the following:
1) Opportunity for fish and wildlife enhancement;
2) Water for supplemental irrigation through existing distribution facilities to
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lands of the Roza Division to assure a supply reasonably comparable to older
divisions of the Yakima Project during low runoff periods, and without affecting
the water supplies of these divisions;
3) Additional storage capacity to permit a more effective operation of the combined reservoirs for flood control and irrigation operations;
4) Opportunity to bank water by storing and conserving flood flows; and
5) Additional recreational opportunities to meet expanding needs. "

As a further teaser, the Bureau adds that building the new dam will be stimulating to the
local economy and will provide employment. (Yakima has a chronic unemployment problem, but
are we to believe that fruit workers are also useful as construction workers, and if they a r e ,
where does that leave the fruit ranchers, when their summer help is employed by the government?)
It can easily be seen that 3 and 4, above, could as easily have been part of, indeed are
only obfuscating elaborations of, 2. But we understand that it always sounds better, more well
rounded and all inclusive, to r e s t a case on five legs instead of just three. The added touch of
economy enhancement i s , naturally, for the birds, but not the kind we watch. Thirty million is
thirty million, but it would be a trifle more sensible to spend it where more water can be corralled — if that is the point — and less de facto wilderness ruined. But let's look at these points:
1) The Bureau of Sport Fisheries is interested in this dam for the purpose of cooling,
increasing the flow of, and diluting the pollution in the Yakima and Columbia Rivers, to make the
Columbia and its tributaries more amenable for anadromous fish. Worthy purposes to be sure,
except for the "dilution of pollution bit, " but ones that can be achieved more handsomely, with
more water for fish and irrigation in the Roza, than Bumping Lake can possibly provide.
2) and 3) and 4) These all say the same thing: "We need insurance (to the tune of 30
million dollars) that in low runoff years the Roza Division will not suffer from lack of water. "
The flood control aspect is just plain silly. The enlarged lake will pick up the flow of one additional tiny mountain stream, Barton Creek. In the event of a flood, the Yakima Valley will get
the uncontrolled benefit of the lower Bumping River, the American, the Little Naches, the Naches,
and the Rattlesnake. But floods are not an ever-present danger in this area; the serious floods
of 1933 and 1948 would not have been prevented by this small finger in the dike.
5) It is the "additional recreation facilities to meet expanding needs" that i s most d i s turbing. The flooding of the entire valley floor from Cedar Creek to the Bumping Crossing is
bad enough for the destruction of thousands of acres of elk habitat that it entails, and the logging
of 68 million board feet of virgin forest, but even this is not absolutely ruinous; it is the plan
for "development" that makes one cringe; million-dollar campgrounds, roads, and a honky-tonk
lake with greatly increased facilities for boat launching and the concomitant speedboats and water
skiers. Of course there have to be places for this type of recreation — and there are already
loads of them — but they certainly do not have to be in wilderness-quality country, particularly
in areas where weather for water sports, exclusive of simply helling around in a speedboat, is
no more than 2-3 months.
As a result of considerable agitation on the part of conservationists, notably Justice
William O. Douglas, the Bureau held a public hearing in Yakima on January 18. The whole
hearing was nicely managed, with over 250 persons in attendance. The Bureau had done its
homework well, and had a great many worthies lined up to testify in behalf of their project, led
off by Representative Catherine May, who took time off abusy schedule (Congress was in session,
of course, but Mrs. May was busy elsewhere) to come and plead the cause. I suppose it was
only that he was too busy spanking de Gaulle and defoliating North Viet Nam that we were spared
Senator Jackson. Until noon, with the exception of Brock Evans, the audience was snowed by
Bureau-selected speakers in favor. But one cannot quarrel with or fault Harold Nelson, the
District Director of the Bureau from Boise; he was an eminently fair hearing officer, and gave
everyone an opportunity to be heard in full. It was not, I think, his fault that the Yakima news-
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papers chose to behave as if they were a government-controlled press. For 2 weeks prior to the
hearing, they "tried the c a s e , " with little tidbits from retired Reclamation employees, thirsty
farmers, the greedy Chamber of Commerce. When the Republic went to press at 11 a. m. on
the day of the hearing only Brock Evans had been heard for the conservationists' side, and they
managed to dismiss him and his constituency a s bird fanatics. We had anticipated this and sent
the paper, prior to the hearing, some of the statements that would be presented after the government rested its vase. To no avail, of course, because the local advertising rags — calling them
newspapers i s really to derogate the entire concept of a free press — chose to ignore the opposition entirely, and never since has there been a word of truth about the hearing and what it
meant. The next day, a s a matter of fact, the Yakima Herald reported that on the record,
100, 000 people (the entire population of Yakima County?) were for the enlargement, a few thousand against. If memory serves, the Sierra Club and Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs
represent 70, 000 members, and then there were a couple of others who don't belong to anything,
least of all The Establishment. We were spared a sermon by the Reverend Riley Johnson, but
it is interesting to speculate on the nature of the politicking he was indulging in the night before
the hearing in his favorite corner of the Chinook Hotel.
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BIG MOUNTAINS AND LITTLE MEN
DIGGING, DIGGING, DIGGING
H O L E S IN T H E G R O U N D N E A R C A S C A D E PASS
by
LB.

Bet none of you cats realized it snows
more on the east side of the Cascades than on
the west. Reading the Prospectus issued by
Valumines Inc., I learn the snowfall in Horseshoe Basin is 20-30 feet. (Because it's on the
wet east side.) At their mine tunnel, west of
Cascade Pass at an elevation of 3700 feet,
snowfall is only 3-4 feet. (Which shows how
arid the west side is.) They say "The property's access tunnel is on the west slope of
the Cascades where snowfall is at a minimum
and thus work can be carried on all year at a
very minimum of expense as far as transportation is concerned."
Funny how your mind plays tricks. I'd
swear the mine wasn't operating last winter
— or spring. In April when I hiked up the
Cascade River road I entered unplowed, unmarked snow just at the top of the Mineral
Park hill. In May the snow had retreated
perhaps 1/4 mile. Both times I seemed to be
all alone in the valley, up to my knees in
snow long before reaching the river-crossing.

Messing Around Marble Creek
The park must ultimately include all of
Marble Creek valley, despite several sneaky
Forest Service logging sales. Drive to the
end of the multiple-abuse road and there you'll
note a sign, "Follow red flags to Marble
Creek Tunnel #1. " The ancient trail has been
brushed out some in the last couple years. In
less than a mile, flags lead to the river and a
new footlog bridge with wire handrail. On the
opposite slope are the diggings, but all was
under snow when I was there last spring, and
that's the extent of my knowledge. Somebody
puttering around, for sure.

Silver Queen: Public Land Held for Ransom

But what the Prospectus says must be
true, because who ever heard of a miner
telling a fib? I'm willing to accept every
statement made by Valumines a s being exactly
as trustworthy a s its description of climatic
conditions at Cascade Pass.

At a switchback above Mineral Park, the
South Fork road branches from the North Cascade River road. Follow along through logging
patches and behold in all its noisome glory the
Silver Queen Mining and Milling Co. Beside
the road, a typical shanty of sizable dimensions, staffed on our visit last May by an aged
couple. Piles of pipe and junk that after 75
years of mellowing would be interesting a r t i facts but now are garbage. Above the road, a
bulldozer track toward the diggings.

If you, N3C member, know of other
Mining operations, please write us full details
of what you have seen and heard. Here I'd
like to talk about those I came across this past
year in the Cascade Pass vicinity. Mostly
Valumines, whose progress I've watched for
some years; but first, several others in
brief.

At the Senate hearings in Spring 1967, a
Mrs. Winifred V. Taylor of Kent, Washington,
a Silver Queen shareholder, opposed the park
and praised heroic miners, the only good hope
of civilization. Among her priceless comments: "There are two things that survive at
a mining camp: Tourists and wild animals."
Pondering that, we leave Mrs. Taylor.
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The legal counsel for Silver Queen, Mr.
Ken St. Clair, also spoke. The firm was
organized in 1962, has 119 stockholders and
205 claims covering 4100 acres, offering highgrade limestone, silver, copper, zinc, lead,
gold, and pheasant under glass.

The company has two properties. One is
on Thunder Creek "1 1/2 to 2 1/2 miles from
the proposed City Light dam." The other is
on the westernmost extension of Johannesburg.
Two claims are thought to be within the proposed park.
Mr. St. Clair said the company was
"negotiating with other corporations for opening and operating of two of the Cascade area
properties during 1967 or 1968. " But he says
Silver Queen is willing to have its "interests
be condemned and that they receive fair value
based on a complete appraisal. "
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Whose appraiser? One acceptable to
Silver Queen, of course.
Mining claims strike me as a great longrange investment. Steal the public land under
letters of marque granted in 1872 and hold it
for ransom.

Will the Real Valumines Please Stand Up?
I'm confused. The Valumines Prospectus
of late 1966 makes no mention of the Middle
Fork Cascade or Milo Moore. However, at
the Senate hearings Mr. Moore, the famous
fired fish farmer, spoke for Valumines Inc.
His nostalgic ramblings about the good old
days were concerned only with the Middle
Fork, no mention of the North Fork. Strange.
Possibly another merger subsequent to the
Prospectus ? All the pirates gathering into a
single armada?
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Moore said "We have five patented claims
on the Middle Fork. We have 10,000 tons of
ore blocked out." When asked how much had
been mined, he admitted only samples had
been extracted, and went on to say "We had
these claims sold until this wilderness park
talk came up in the newspapers and the Canadian interests were —". A senator then interrupted; we'll never know what the Canadian
interests were —. (However, from another
source, we learn the Canadians in general are
getting spooked about meddling with the Cascades; they're afraid of us birdwatchers.)
Says Mr. Moore, 500 stockholders in the firm.
I was up there last May, and again in July.
At the junction of the Middle Fork with the
South Fork, less than a mile from the South
Fork road, a sign says: "Spaulding Mine
Trail. Spaulding Mine, 5 miles. "
We clambered up beside cataracts into the
hanging valley of the Middle Fork, and were
puzzled (not then knowing about Valumines) by
the recent (minimal) cutting of logs and brush
on a trail obviously first pioneered generations
earlier. We almost said a kind word about the
Forest Service, a thing we rarely do, assuming
they had done us a good turn, helping us reach
this glorious valley, above which rise Johannesburg, Cascade, Triplets, Mixup, Magic,
Hurryup, Slowdown, and Formidable, with
icefalls of the Middle Fork Cascade Glacier
tumbling nearly down to the valley floor. Wild
country, gorgeous — and by an insane mistake
of a deskbound bureaucrat left out of the park,
left out of the Glacier Peak Wilderness, left
to multiple-abuse.
We didn't find the mine, but guess it lies
on or near the south slopes of Joburg. No
thanks to the Forest Service for "protecting"
this country, or for recreational "development" either. Valumines has been maintaining
the trail for horses, and their help we don't
want.

Olden Times in Horseshoe Basin
Now, kiddies, if you don't mind a quick
vault over the crest, gather around the campfire for funny, funny stories about Horseshoe
Basin and the people who are the laughing
stock of the Stehekin valley.
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The very old times were wilder than
funnier. Among scores of other operations
during a period when thousands of dirty miners
were in the hills around Lake Chelan (most of
the Stehekin valley trail system seems to have
been roughed out by prospectors in the 1870s
and after), a stock company dug into Mt.
Buckner from Horseshoe Basin. When it went
bankrupt in the era of World War I, muckers
filed a labor lien and took over the hole, which
came to be known as the Stinson Mine, from
one of the muckers who kept blasting until his
death in the 1930s, by which time he apparently was sole owner.
My first acquaintance with Horseshoe
mining was in 1951, sitting on the summit of
Sahale watching trucks on the road into Lower
Horseshoe Basin. (This was the Black Warr i o r Mine, defunct soon thereafter.) In 1953
a group of us dropped from Sahale Arm into
Upper Horseshoe Basin, passing by one little
hole with bulging ore sacks neatly stacked
outside, the sulfide ore spilling from rotten
burlap. At the lip of the basin was wreckage
of a cabin and an enormous and relativelyfresh garbage heap; I've never seen so many
Army stamped-frame crampons in my life,
hundreds scattered in the heather, dating the
operation as after 1944. Descending from the
summit of Buckner we found the Stinson Mine,
at about the 7500-foot level. We explored 1/4
mile into the granitic guts of Buckner; there
the adit intersected a thin vein of ore. Near
the mine portal, tucked under an overhang,
was a tumbledown aluminum shack; some 40
years earlier muckers had wintered here, cut
off weeks at a time by avalanche conditions.

After Stinson died several of his relatives
took over — nephews or cousins or whatever.
That 1944-era garbage was their work. The
scheme (financed by beaucoup sales of stock)
was to erect a huge war-surplus Quonset hut
as a base of operations on the alluvial fan
where Basin Creek joins the Stehekin and
string an aerial tramway into the Upper basin.
(Unlike the later Black Warrior method of
bulldozing a road from Cottonwood Camp into
the Lower Basin.) The locals gave contrary
advice, mentioning the avalanche which often
sweeps from the 9000-foot summit of Buckner
all the way down to the Stehekin. The p r o moters were not discouraged; it was a lovely
place to build. In August of the following
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summer the site of the former Quonset was
still under 20 feet of snow; the avalanche took
outnot only the hut but the tramway, accounting
for the corrugated sheets of metal we still find
in the Stehekin River, and the miles of twisted
cable all over the valley.
After another episode or two, and another
round or two of peddling stock, in 1960 some
of the same people organized Valumines Inc.
Much stock was sold at the usual commission, and maybe 100 feet of adit blasted. A
new twist was needed to maintain investor
interest, so in 1963 the company shifted focus
back to the Stinson Mine.
We were on the scene that summer,
camped at Basin Creek with a gang of little
kids; among other walks we hiked into Lower
Horseshoe Basin, following the Black Warrior
road.
One evening several days after our arrival
at Basin Creek, three men came in from Stehekin and began wandering around the brush.
They obviously were much-suffering pilgrims
on the highway of life. Not clean, but h a r m less. Darkness fell and they continued thrashing brush. One approached us, touched his
forelock, and begged to know if we'd seen any
pots and pans. They'd hid them when they
went to Chelan for a little vacation, and now
couldn't remember where, and just wondered
if by any chance . . . No, my dear man, our
children have not stolen your pots and pans.
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Afterward, at Stehekin, we inquired about
these pitiable derelicts, and learned they were
building a trail into Lower Horseshoe Basin
along the east side of Basin Creek. But why,
I asked, when there is a road — non-drivable,
but still a road — along the west side? Time
out for echoing laughter. You see, Valumines
hired these worthy laboring men — the town
drunks of Chelan — to reopen the trail from
Lower Horseshoe Basin into Upper Horseshoe
Basin. But they got a little confused and the
company officials were out in the flatlands
peddling stock so the winos were building a
trail from the Stehekin into the Lower Basin. . .
So much for Valumines 1963. So much
for the 1872 Mining Laws. This is your kind
of people, Mr. Aspinall. We look forward to
seeing you again in Seattle in April this year,
when you hold hearings on the North Cascades
National Park.
Meanwhile, Back on the Mild West Side
Hey, old-timers — remember when the
Cascade River Road was extended to the
Johnsberg Mine in 1947 ? That's when we
began making long weekend climbs of Cascade
P a s s peaks. I recall hiking to Forbidden high
camp in 1951, the valley dotted with prospect o r s ' tents, almost a city, like gold or uranium
had been discovered. (Along about then I met
a mining engineer at Lake Ann, and we got to
talking. Turned out he worked for a Big Company. I asked about the furor in the Cascade
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and Stehekin and he said: "Frauds and idiots,
that's all. It's as rich as Monte Cristo!" And
we laughed. How many claims have Kennecott
or Phelps-Dodge or Anaconda or their ilk
bought up at Cascade Pass in recent years?)
Then the road was extended still further
despite repeated wipe-outs by the Forbidden
Avalanche, and all you taxpayers out there in
free-enterprise land will be pleased to know
that according to the Valumines Prospectus
"The State of Washington expended over
$602,000 on the last section of road from
Marblemount to our property, the last 9 1/2
miles constructed under the 'mine-to-market'
program!"
In 1960, Soren Mining and Milling Company was organized, with properties centering
around the Diamond Lode Claim patented July
23, 1892. Us birdwatchers have good reason
to remember the beginning of Soren operations, since the old trail to Cascade Pass
passed right by the claim and the Boston Basin
trail branches off just at that point; we
watched the garbage accumulate from the
beginning. We were there before Soren was,
by many years. After he arrived we heard
the whir of the generator, the periodic explosions wherever we climbed. Just what the
wilderness needs.

Now, dirty birds flock together and in
1964 Valumines and Soren merged, the name
of the former surviving. This made good
sense. Valumines was discouraged by those
horrendous 30-foot snowfalls on the east slope,
plus the wino escapade of 1963, and the 3 feet
of snow at Soren's hole looked mighty good.
According to the Prospectus, the road to Soren
holdings "can be kept open all year around and
the mine-to-market road is maintained by the
State and the County of Skagit," and if that
isn't good enough, "a much larger improvement is scheduled by Skagit County in the very
near future according to talks with some of
their engineers, " and "Do not forget our p r o perty has this transportation today and at no
cost to our f i r m . " Keep paying those taxes,
friends.
Valumines Faces the Nation
In May 1967, Valumines Inc. passed a
resolution "protesting the proposed national
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park plans of Senator Henry M. Jackson . . .
Too bad space does not allow reprinting the
resolution in full. In these dark times we can
all use a belly laugh.
Indeed, I heartily recommend not only the
resolution but the full Prospectus. You chaps
planning a semi-expedition into the North Cascades — you know you're going to have some
tarp-days listening to pitter-patter — take the
Prospectus along to bolster party morale.
Says the Prospectus, "INTEREST A
FRIEND IN OUR PROJECT. " For copies of
the Prospectus, write:
Valumines, Incorporated
c/o Robert A. Rukke
9221 118th East
Puyallup, Washington 98371
Better yet, buy Valumines stock — send
25£ for each share. Get a piece of the action.
Not to ruin your fun by telling all the best
parts, I'll content myself with a few samples.
The company has 5,000,000 shares of
stock authorized, par value 50. Public offering price is 25£; of this, the guy who sells it
gets 5£. There are three licensed salesmen,
highly experienced; they've been in this game
a lot of years.

"The securities have been registered in
accordance with the securities laws of the
State of Washington . . . " Keep in mind, says
the Prospectus:
"TO THIS DATE THERE IS NO BODY OF
COMMERCIAL ORE KNOWN TO EXIST ON
THE PROPERTY. THE PROPOSED WORK
FOR WHICH FUNDS ARE BEING SOUGHT IS
ENTIRELY EXPLORATORY IN NATURE
WITH AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE. "
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Well and good. But in the fall of 1967,
from the trail to Boston Basin, we looked
down over the hillside they've logged and bulldozed, and saw a mill which appeared within
a year or two or three of completion. Ah, but
another portion of the Prospectus covers that.
After the sentence that says, "Expenditures
for a mill at this time are without justification
in the absence of a known commercially mineable ore body," a few pages later we find
enthusiasm for the mill now in progress.
What are they after ? "Galena, sphalerite,
and chalcopyrite, with silver being associated
with the galena . . . commercial bodies of
lead, zinc, and copper." Plus caviar sandwiches, and a side of French fries.
The accompanying map (from the P r o s pectus) of the Boston Basin-Cascade P a s s Horseshoe Basin area shows the dramatic
vision of these diggers. A prime reason for
Valumines and Soren joining forces, aside
from the horrendous snowfall on the east side
and the tropical climate of the west side, was
"both properties adjoined at the summit of the
range thru a cleft in the mountains, it was
natural for the two companies to join forces
and drive one common tunnel to explore all
the claims . . . It will now be possible thru a
long tunnel from the west to explore all the
claims in the Horseshoe Basin and the Cascade
Pass area along with any other area . . . "
That noise in your basement? Check it
out, Bunky, it may be Valumines. Yes,
friends, recall those claim monuments that
used to be atop Sahale Arm (and by now may
have been replaced) ? Tracks of the Combine.
You thought this gorgeous scenery, a major
climax of the proposed park, belonged to you
and me. Wrong — it's theirs. See the map.
I've been looking over the "Statement of
Cash Receipts and Disbursements," and from
this sad vantage it appears promoting mines
is a pretty good hobby. What you don't get
from peddling the stock (20% commission),
you get for "administration. " And then there
is "payroll, " and the officers of the corporation love manual labor, you bet, they muck in
that mine all the time, just all the time. You
and the stockholders have their word for it.
Commissions. Expenses. Wages. And when
the cash box is empty, they issue themselves
more stock.
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Valumine "mining claims consist of 15
unpatented claims and one patented claim . . .
The company also has a lease and option to
purchase four patented mining claims for
$15, 000." (Could these be the Middle Fork
claims described by Milo Moore ?)
The company got all these goodies from
"officers, directors, and promoters in exchange for 2,982,920 shares of stock." The
company also owes its President money for
services rendered. When more stock is
peddled he'U be paid.
Well, write for your personal copy of the
Prospectus today. Learn about the hundreds
of feet of tunnel, all the nice machines they
have to play with, the precious little samples
of ore, the dreams of a Mother Lode, the fact
that "the claims contain standing timber sufficient for normal mining operations, " and the
plans for "power-line construction from the
vicinity of Marblemount." But please note:
not a single word about test drilling; for this
type of miner, the only way to investigate is
by solid tunnelwork, just like 100 years ago.
Learn how the boys have "spent a total nearing
$100,000." This, of course, does not include
the $602, 000 spent by the people of this state
under the beloved mine-to-market program.
Let me conclude by seconding Valumines
Inc. in urging you to INTEREST A FRIEND IN
THE PROJECT. Write for a Prospectus. Buy
a share of stock. (Being a plunger, I bought
four shares.)
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THE WILD CASCADES
FIRST ANNUAL N3C PLANT SALE

Save Saturday, May 4, for our Eastside Plant Sale at the Bellevue Square
Pavilion.

Beginning at 9:00 a . m . , we will purvey a choice assortment of

unusual plants, objets d'art, birdhouses, and wilderness literature.

Co-chairmen Joe and Margaret Miller promise such exotic specimens as
Rhododendron ferrugineum, the "Alpenrose," grown from seeds they collected at Zermatt, Rhododendron yakusimanum, maMnoi, and metternichii,
grown from seed sent from Japan, and many other r a r e rhododendrons.
They will have Coast redwood trees and seedlings of Bristlecone pine, the
world's oldest living thing. There will be many uncommon rockery plants,
including Campanula poscharskyana and raddeana.

Presiding at the N3C Bookshop display will be the Irate Birdwatcher,
himself, who will autograph copies of his works.

The Millers welcome contributions of plants, birdhouses,

handmade

jewelry, pottery, garden sculptures, and things. You may contact them
at SH 6-2257 or at 15405 SE 9th, Bellevue. Help us make our first annual
plant sale the best one yet!

December 1967 - January 1968
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COUGAR LAKES HEARINGS
by
Justice William O. Douglas
Shortly after the North Cascades study team made a report there were some interesting
hearings held in Yakima on the report.
The dates of the hearings were January 26 and 28, 1966. They were under the auspices
of the Sports and Recreation Committee of the Greater Yakima Chamber of Commerce. The'
Acting Committee Chairman was Charles Woodward, under whose leadership it was decided to
hold public hearings to provide the people of the Yakima valley an opportunity to express their
views on this subject. The Moderator was Dale Blair, a long-time citizen of the Yakima community.
Those unable to attend were asked to submit written statements. Ground rules for the
hearings provided equal time and opportunity for all interested to present their views.
Twenty-five people attended the first meeting, of whom 18 made verbal statements. Fifty
attended the second meeting, of whom 20 made statements. Twenty-two written statements were
submitted representing some 65 signatures. The testimony and statements came from many age
groups and from many interests and professions.
I will not stop to summarize any of these views and proposals except those that relate to
the Cougar Lakes Primitive Area. The interest in the Cougar Lakes Primitive Area was p r e dominant, no doubt in view of the proximity of that area to the Yakima valley.
Hal Foss of the committee made the following summary from the testimony and the
statements submitted:
"Seven favored the proposed Mt. Aix Wilderness area.
"Two favored the continuation of the Cougar Lakes Limited Area.
"Twelve favored the Cougar Lakes Wilderness area as proposed by various conservation
groups.
"Three favored a combination of the original Cougar Lakes Limited Area and the proposed
Mt. Aix Wilderness areas as one.
"There was no verbal or written statement supporting the declassifying or the returning
to multiple-use status of the Cougar Lakes a r e a . "
When the record of the hearing was submitted to the Sports and Recreation Committee of
the Greater Yakima Chamber of Commerce it in turn recommended to the Board of Directors
among other things: "Combine the Cougar Lakes and the proposed Mt. Aix Wilderness area into
one wilderness area. "
Although the Board took no action on this recommendation of the Sports and Recreation
Committee, the report is of interest, as it indicated a rather broad support among the people of
the Yakima valley for the transformation of the Cougar Lakes Primitive Area into a true "wil
derness" area under the 1964 Act.
These 1966 hearings, in other words, effectively rebut the propaganda, frequently disseminated, that the people of Yakima are opposed to this wilderness area.
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THE WILD CASCADES
7th Biennial NORTHWEST WILDERNESS CONFERENCE
Pacific Science Center, 200 Second Ave. North, Seattle, Washington
March 3 0 - 3 1 , 1968
Polly Dyer, Chairman
WILDERNESS:
A. M.

Saturday, March 30

8:00
8:30
9:00
9:15

10:30

P. M.

3:15
4:15

A. M.

9:45
10:45

11:45

1 P. M.

E a m e s Theater, Pacific Science Center

E a m e s Theater, Pacific Science Center

NO HOST SOCIAL HOUR
OUTDOOR RECREATION: A LOOK AT THE YEAR 2,000
GRANT SHARPE, College of F o r e s t R e s o u r c e s , University of Washington

Sunday, March 31

9:00

Snoqualmie Room, Northwest Corner Seattle Center

ADDRESS by THE HON. DANIEL J. EVANS, Governor, State of Washington
WILDERNESS AND THE MAN: POLITICS O F CONSERVATION
GRANT McCONNELL, Chairman, Political Science Dept., University of Chicago
CONSERVATION DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE
DAVID R. BROWER, Executive Director, S i e r r a Club
OCEAN WILDERNESS
VICTOR SCHEFFER, US Bureau of Commercial F i s h e r i e s , Fish & Wildlife Serv.
KARL KENYON, US Bureau of Sports F i s h e r i e s and Wildlife,
Wildlife Biological Laboratory

Saturday Banquet Session
6:00
7:00

E a m e s Theater, Pacific Science Center

A WAY WITH WORDS
PAUL BROOKS, Vice P r e s i d e n t , Houghton Mifflin C o . , Boston, M a s s a c h u s e t t s

Saturday, March 30

1:30
2:00

CASUALTIES

REGISTRATION OPENS
THE REDWOODS - New S i e r r a Club Movie
WELCOME - KENNETH BALDWIN, P r e s i d e n t , Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs
OREGON'S VOLCANIC CASCADES
DONALD L. HUNTER, Head, Audio-Visual Dept., University of Oregon Library
LAWRENCE WILLIAMS, Oregon Vice P r e s i d e n t , FWOC and
Chairman, Volcanic Cascades Study Committee
NORTH CASCADES NATIONAL PARK: BUILT-IN WILDERNESS PLAN
PATRICK D. GOLDSWORTHY, President, North Cascades Conservation Council
M. BROCK EVANS, Northwest Conservation Representative, FWOC

Saturday Lunch
11:45

C O N F L I C T S AND

E a m e s Theater, Pacific Science Center

BRITISH COLUMBIA WILDERNESS
WILLIAM YEOMANS, ENQUAL, Victoria, B. C.
IDAHO AND THE DEVELOPMENT SYNDROME
BOYD NORTON, W r i t e r - P h o t o g r a p h e r
ADMINISTRATION OF WILDERNESS
JAMES P. GILLIGAN, Extension F o r e s t e r and R e s e a r c h Associate,
School of F o r e s t r y , University of California at Berkeley
WILDERNESS CRITERIA
J. MICHAEL McCLOSKEY, Conservation Director, S i e r r a Club
WHAT WILDERNESS NEEDS NEXT IS YOUTH, YOUTH, YOUTH!
MRS. OLAUS J. MURIE, Wilderness Society
ADJOURNMENT

SPONSORED BY THE FEDERATION OF WESTERN OUTDOOR CLUBS
Northwest Wilderness Conference - 2216 11th Ave. West, Seattle, Washington 98119
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Suiattle Pass below Plummer Mountain - Department of Interior photo
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